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The Cade Museum Is Out of this World With Moon to Mars
Exhibits

Museum to receive real-time data from the International Space Station
Gainesville, FL, Jul 2, 2020 – The Cade Museum’s new exhibit and theme, Moon to Mars,
will launch July 3rd. Micro exhibits throughout the building will help to educate guests on
space and space travel.
Space-themed activities will also be found in the Fab Lab and the Creativity Lab. These
activities will encourage guests to learn more about what it takes to colonize the moon
and travel to Mars, as well as the solutions inventors are discovering to make this a reality.
One of the most exciting parts of the space theme will be the connection between the
Cade Museum and the International Space Station.
ISS Above, an electronic device that brings the space station to you, will show guests when
the station is heading over Gainesville as well as provide interesting information about
that space station. The connection will also allow for story time from space, where guests
can get a story time experience with team members from the space station.
Currently, members on the space station include: Antatoly Ivanishin, Ivan Vagner, Chris
Cassidy, Bob Behnken and Doug Hurley. To learn more about the astronauts aboard the
space station click the link below:

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/expeditions/index.html

The Cade is excited to provide the community with a unique opportunity to learn more
about a topic that is truly out of this world.
This theme will continue through October 31st. For more information on Moon to Mars,
click the link: https://www.cademuseum.org/moon-to-mars.html

About the Cade Museum
In 2004, Dr. James Robert Cade and his family established the Cade Museum Foundation
to build the Cade Museum for Creativity & Invention in Gainesville, Florida. The Cade’s
mission is to transform communities by inspiring and equipping future inventors,
entrepreneurs, and visionaries. Dr. Cade, a physician at the University of Florida, was best
known as the leader of a research team that invented Gatorade in 1965. The Cade
Museum is located at 811 South Main Street, Gainesville, FL 32601. Visit CadeMuseum.org
for more information.
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